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44 Chapter P: Preliminaries

.

Trigonometric Functions and Their Inverses
Radian Measure. Graphs of Trigonometric Functions. Values of
Trigonometric Functions. Periodicity. Even and Odd Trigonometric
Functions. Transformations of Trigonometric Graphs. Identities.
The Law of Cosines. Inverse Trigonometric Functions. Identities
Involving Arc Sine and Arc Cosine

I

I
This section reviews the basic trigonometric functions and their inverses. The
trigonometric functions are important because they are periodic, or repeating. They
can therefore model many naturally occurring periodic processes such as daily tem-
perature ,fluctuations in Earth's atmosphere, the wave behavior of musical notes,
blood pressure in a heart, and the water level in a tidal basin.

Inverse trigonometric functions arise when we want to calculate angles from
side measurements in triangles. You will see their usefulness in calculus in Chapters
6 and 7.

~ d
Circle of taG\~

FIGURE 37 The radian measure of angle
ACB is the length 8 of arc AB on the unit
circle centered at C .The value of 8 can
be found from any other circle, however,
as the ratio sir.

I

I
Radian Measure

The radian measure of the angle ACB at the center of the unit circle (Figure 37)
equals the length of the arc that ACB cuts from the unit circle.

When an anrJe of measure (J is placed in standard position at the center of a
circle of radius r (Figure 38), the six basic trigonometric functions of (J are defined
as follows:I

..a Ysine: sm u = r

.a Xcosine: cas u = r

Ytangent: tan 0 = x

rcosecant: csc (J = y

rsecant: sec (J = rI
Conversion Formulas

i degree = tio (=0.02) radians

xcotangent: cot (J = v

I radian = ~ (=57) degrees
y

I Radians to degrees: multiply by ~

I FIGURE 3 B An angle {J in stand?Td position.

I
Graphs of Trigonometric Functions
When we graph trigonometric functions in the coordinate plane, we usually denote
the independent variable (radians) by x instead of (} (Figure 39).
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y

?'

I
Domain:x*:!:'IT +31T

2'-2'Domain: -~<x <~
Range: -IS} S I
Period: 21T

Domain: -~<x<~

Range: -ISySI
Period: 21T

(a) (b) (c)
y y y

I
Domain: x * :!:!f, :!:~

2 2' Domain: x * 0, ~~ ~271,
Range: ys -I and y;" 1

Period: 271

Domain:xoFO,:!:'II; :!:217",
Range: -00 <y < 00

Period: 17"

(d) (f)(e)

FIGURE 39 Graphs of the (a) cosine, (b) sine, (c) tangent, (d) secant, (e) cosecant, and
(f) cotaDgfnt functions using radian measure.

~
1!\;'"

!

i=
Values of Trigonometric Functions
lfthe circle in Figure 40 has radius r =
become

, the equations defining sin (J and cos

cos 8 = x, sin 8 = y.

We can then calculate the values of the cosine and sine directly from the coordi
nates of P , if we happen to know them, or indirectly from the acute reference trian
gle made by dropping a perpendicular from P to the x-axis (Figure 41). We read th.~c"'..,

~~,
I):r;'"'

y

'fjj¥c
~:'I ' ,

I,
" "'

I FIGURE 40 The trigonometric
functions of a general angle 8 are
defined in terms of x , y, and r.

FIGURE 41 The acute reference triangle
for an angle 8.

I

I

I

Range: -~<y< ~

Period: 1T

Range: y s -1 andy 2, 1

Period: 217
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magnitudes of.r and y from the triangle's sides. The signs of x and yare detennined
by the quadrant in which the triangle lies.

Example 1 Finding Sine and Cosine Values

Find the sine and cosine of -1T/4 radians. -

Solution

Step 1: Draw the angle in standard position in the unit circle and write in the
lengths of the sides of the reference triangle (Figure 42).

Step 2: Find the coordinates of the point P where the angle's terminal ray cuts
the circle:

V2
FIGURE 42 The triangle for calculating
the sine and cosine of -11"/4 radians.

(Example I)

cos (-~) = x-coordinate of P = 2 .

sin(-~) = y-coordinateofP = --¥-

Calculations similar to those in Example 1 allow us to fill in Table 17- Most cal-
culators and computers readily provide values of the trigonometric functions for
angles given in either radians or degrees-

I

I

I

I

I

Periodicity
When an angle of measure 0 and an angle of measure 6 + 21T are in standard posi-
tion, their terminal rays coincide. The two angles therefore have the same trigono-
metric function values:

cos (0 + 21T) = COS 0 sin (0 + 21T) = sin 0 tan (0 + 2'71") = tan 0 (1)

sec (0 + 21T) = sec 0 csc (0 + 21T) = CSC 0 cot (0 + 2'71") = cot 0

Similarly, cos(O -21T) = COS 0 , sin(O -21T) = sin 0, and so on.

We see that the values of the trigonometric functions repeat at regular intervals. We
describe this behavior by saying that the six basic trigonometricfunctiofi$ are periodic.

Definition Periodic Fundion. Period""

A functionf(x) is ~ if there is a positive number p such thatf(x + p) =
f(x) for @very valuo of x. The smallest such value of p is the perioo off..

I

I

I
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Periods of Trigonometric Functions
period 1T: tan (x + 1T) = tan .,.

.cot (.r + 1T) = cot .r

Period 21T: sin (.r + 21T) = sin.r
cos (.r + 21T) = cos.r
sec (.r + 21T) = sec.r
csc (.r + 21T) = csc.t

As we can see in Figure 39, the functions cos.r, sin.r, sec _r, and csc x are peric
with period 21T .The functions tan.r and cot x are periodic with period 1T .

Periodic functions are important because much of the behavior we study in :
ence is periodic (Figure 43). Brain waves and heartbeats are periodic. as are hou
hold voltage and electric current. The electromagnetic field that heats food in a J
crowave oven is periodic, as are cash flows in seasonal businesses and the beha..
of rotational machinery. The seasons are periodic, as is the weather. The phases
the moon are periodic, as are the motions of the planets. There is strong evidel
that the ice ages are periodic. with a period of 90.000 to 100,000 years.

Why are trigonometric functions so important in the study of things period
The answer lies in a surprising and beautiful theorem from advanced calculus that s;
that every periodic function we want to use in mathematical modeling can be Writtell
an algebraic combination of sines and cosines. Once we learn the calculus of sines ~
cosines, we can model the mathematical behavior of most periodic phenomena.

Even and Odd Trigonometric Functions

The graphs in Figure 39 suggest that cos x and sec x are even functions becal
their graphs are symmetric about the y-axis. The other four basic trigonomet
functions are odd.

~
Example 2 Confirming Even and Odd

Show that the cosine is an even func:tion and the sine is odd.

Solution From Figure 44. it follows that

xcos(-O)=r=cos9. sin (-0) =

so the cosine is an even function and the sine is odd.

~ = -sin 8.
r

FIGURF 4 ~ This compact patient monitor
shows several periodic functions
associated with the human body. This
device dynamically monitors
electrocardiogram (ECG) and respiration,

and blood pressure.

FIGURE 44 Angles of opposite sign.

(Example 2)

We can use the results of Example 2 to establish the parity of the other fo!
basic trigonometric functions. For example.

I

I ""'"

I

I

I

1-
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Transformations of Trigonometric Graphs
The rules for shifting, stretching, shrinking, and reflecting the graph of a function
apply to the trigonometric functions. The following diagram will remind you of the

controlling parameters.
Venical 'tfetch Of ,hrink: """- . / Vcflical ,hif!
rcllectiun "buut x-;lxi, """

Y = af(b(x + c» + d

/ ""'Hnfizontal ,hif!

Horizontal ~Irelch or 'hrink:/

r"ft""tiun aOOUI ,-axi,

Example 3 Modeling Temperature in Alaska

The builders of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline used insulated pads to keep the
pipeline heat from melting the permanently frozen soil beneath. To design the
pads, it was necessary to take into account the variation in air temperature
throughout the year. The variation was represented in the calculations by a gen-
eral sine function or sinusoid of the form

f(x) = A sin [ ~ (x -C)] + D , (~)

where I A I is the amplitude, I B I is the period, C is the horizontal shift, and D is
the vertical shift (Figure 45).

FIGURE 45 The general sine curve y = A sin [(21Tt B){x -C)] + D .shown for
A. B. C. and D positive. (Example 3) .

I

I

I

I

I

J

Figure 46 shows how to use such ~ function to represent temperature data.
The data points in the figure are plots of the mean daily air temperatures for Fair-
banks, Alaska, based on records of the National Weather Service from 1941 to
1970. The sine function used to fit the data is
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where f is temperature in degrees Fahrenheit and x is the number of the d
counting from the beginning of the year. The fit is remarkably good.

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep OCI Nay Dec Jan Feb Ma

Source: "Is the Curve of Temperalure Varialion a Sine Curve?" by B. M. Lando and C. A. Lando, The
Mathematics Teacher. Vol. 7, No.6 (September 1977), Fig. 2, p. 53.

FIGURE 46 Nonnal mean air temperatures for Fairbanks, Alaska, plotted as
data points (red). The approximating sine function (blue) is

f(-\") = 37 sin (21T/365) (.\" -101)] + 25 ,
I

y

I
Identities
Applying the Pythagorean Theorem to the reference right triangle we obtain t
dropping a perpendicular from the point P(cos 8. sin 8) on the unit circle to d
x-axis (Figure 47) givesI

I

I This equation, true for all values of (J, is the most frequently used identity
trigonometry. Dividing this identity in turn by cos2 (J and sin2 (J gives

FIGURE 47 The reference triangle for a
general angle (J.

The following formulas hold for all angles A and B.

All the trigonometric identities you will
need in this book derive from Equations (3)
and (4).

Angle Sum Formulas

cos (A + B) = cos A cos B -sin A sin B

sin (A + B) = sin A cos B + cos A sin B

I

(4)

I

I

I
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Substituting () for both A and B in the angle sum formulas gives two more use-
ful identities.

lead of memorizing Equations (5) you might
:I it helpful to remember Equations (4) and
n recall where they came from.

Double-Angle Formulas
-

cos 28 = cos28 -sin2 8

sin 28 = 2 sin 8 cos 8 (5)

The Law of Cosines
If a , b , and c are sides of a triangle ABC and if 8 is the angle opposite c .then

C2 = a2 + b2 -lab CDS 8 (6)

I This equation is called the law of cosines.
We can see why the law holds if we introduce coordinate axes with the origin

at C and the positive x-axis along one side of the triangle, as in Figure 48. The coor-
dinates of A are (b, 0) ; the coordinates of B are (a cos £J , a sin 8) .The square of
the distance between A and B is therefore

C2 = (a cos £J -b)2 + (a sin £Jf

= 02 (COS2 8 + sin2 £J) + b2 -20b cos £J.T .

I
= a2 + b2 -lab cosO

I y

I FIGURE 48 The square of the distance
between A and B gives the law of

x .
cosmes.

The law of cosines generalizes the Pythagorean Theorem. If a = ;"/2, then
cos 9 = 0 and C2 = 02 + b2.I

I
_--2~:!~~ ,!:!:i~nom~tri~~!!Q~ ~-=-

None of the six basic trigonometric functions graphed in Figure 39 is one-to-one. These
functions do not have inverses. In each case, however, the domain can be restricted
to produce a new function that does have an inverse, as illustrated in Example 4.

I

I

I

I
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Example 4 Restricting the Domain of the Sine

Show that the function y = sin.r, -'IT /2 $ x $ 'IT /2 , is one-to-one, and grapl

inverse.

Solution Figure 49a shows the graph of this restricted sine function. 1
function is one-to-one because it does not repeat any output values. It there1
has an inverse, which we graph in Figure 49b by interchanging the ordered p
as in Section 4.

.1T 1TX=I ,y =Sml --$1$-
.2 2

.1T 1Tx=sm I.Y;I'-2 S IS 2

[-3. 3] by [-2. 2]

(a)

[-3.3] by [-2.2]
(b)

FIGURE 49 (a) A restrict~d sine function and (b) its inverse. The graphs were
generated by a graphing calculator in parametric mode. See Section 6 for a
review of parametric equations. (Example 4)

The inverse of the restricted sine function of Example 4 is called the inve
sine function. The inverse sine of x is the angle in the interval [-1T /2 , 1T /2] wh,
sine is x. It is denoted by sin -I x or arcsin x .Either notation is read "arcsine of x'

"the inverse sine of x."
The domains of the other basic trigonometric functions can also be restrictec

produce a function with an inverse. The domains and ranges of the resulting inve
functions become parts of their definitions.I

Definitions Inverse Trigonometric Fu.nctions

Function Domain Range

y = cos-.x

y = sin-Ix

-) SxS 1

-1 SxS 1

-a) <X< a)y=tan-'x

I

O~y~'IT
'IT 'IT

-2~Y~2
'IT 'IT

--<y<-
2 2

'IT
O~Y~1T. Y*2

1T 'IT
0-2~Y~2' y*

O<Y<1T

y = see-Ix Ixl~ 1

y = CSC-IX

Y = cot-I x

Ixl?c 1

-~<x<~

.
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The graphs of the six inverse trigonometric functions are shown in Fig-
ure 50.

Domain: -l.sx.s I

Range: 0 .s y .s 1T

Domain: -1 ~x~ 1
'IT 1T

Range: -2 ~y ~ 2

(b)

Domain: -~ < x < ~
11 11

Range: -2<]<2

]

1f~
y = tan-Ix

-1 2

-~-~~ --~ ~ -~ t- (c)

(d)

Domain: x~-lorx~l
1T 1T 0Range: -2~Y~2'Y~

I
(f)(e)

FIGURE 50 Graphs of (a) y = COS-I x, (b) Y = sin-I x, (c) y = tan-I x,
(d) y = sec-1 x, (e) y = CSC-I x, and (f) y = cot-I x.-

I

I

I

I
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The domain and ranges (where appropriate) of the inverse functions are cl
so that the functions will have the following relationships:

sec-lx = cos-I(I/x),

CSC-I x = sin-I (l/x),

cot-I.~ = 1T/2 -tan-I x

The "Arc. in Arc Sine and Arc Cosine

The accompanying figure gives a geometric
interpretation of y = sin -I X and.f = CDS -I X

for radian angles in the first quadrant. For a
unit circle, the equation s = r6 becomes
s = 8, so central angles and the arcs they sub-
tend have the same measure. If x = sin y ,

then, in addition to being the angle whose sine
is .t, Y is also the length of arc on the unit cir-
cle that subtends an angle whose sine is x .So
we call y .'the arc whose sine is.t ."

y

We use these relationships to find values of sec-l x, csc-t x, and cot-t x on caJ
tors that give only COS-l x, sin-l x, and tan-I x.

Example 5 Common Values of Sin-1 x

The angles come from the first and fourth quadrants because the range of sir
is ['-'/Tn. '/T/2] .

Example 6 Common Values of COS-1 x

r~

' cos-l1- = cos-l1l: = 11'

..{2 2 4

..{2
1T

--x

L/
I

The angles come from the first and second quadrants because the rang!
cos-1 x is [0, 1T] .

~I':;. "

'?I
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cas-Ix tan-I xsin-I x xxx

V3V3/2

V2/2

1/2

-1/2

-V2/2

-V3/2

'\.13/2

V2/2
1/2

-1/2

-V2/2

-'\.13/2

1T/6

1T/4

1T/3

21T/3

31T/4

51T/6

-

1T/3

1T/4

1T/6

-1T/6

-1T/4

-1T/3

V3/3

-V3/3

-V3

Common Values of Tan-1 xExample 7

y
tan-I(-..[3) = -f

hx

(8O-ll = tan-l:{:): = '!!
{j 3 6~...:C1~

{j
1T 1tan- =--7

. .
\i The angles come from the first and fourth quadrants because the range of tan -I x

is(-1T/2.1T/2).
1~~,."",.-

~ Example 8 Drift Correction
(
" During an airplane flight from Chicago to St. Louis, the navigator determines

that the plane is 12 mi off course, as shown in Figure 51. Find the angle a for a
course parallel to the original, correct course, the angle b, and the correction
angle c = a + b,

Solution

FIGURE 51 Diagram for drift correction
(Example 8), with distances rounded to
the nearest mile (drawing not to scale).I Identities Involving Arc Sine and Arc Cosine

The graph of y = sin-I x is symmetric about the origin as shown in Figure SOb. The
arc sine is therefore an odd function:

sin-I (-x) = -sin-I x. (7)

I

I

I

'IT/3

'IT/4

'IT/6

'IT/6

'IT/4

'IT/3

b = sin-I M = 0.195 radians = 11.2°

c=a+b=15°.
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The graph of y = cos-1 .f has no such symmetry. Instead, we can see from Figure

that the arc cosine of .t satisfies the identity

COS-I x + COS-I (-x) = ?T,

or

COS-I (-x) = 11" -COS-I x.

And we can see from the triangle in Figure 53 that for x > 0 ,

sin-I x + cos-.t x = 11"/2.

Equation (10) holds for the other values of x in [-I , I] as well.

y

I

FIGuRE 52 cos-1 x + cos-J (-x) = 'IT

FIGURE 53 In this figure,

sin-I x + COS-I x = 1T/2

I EXERCISES 5

4. Copy and complete the following table of function values. If ,
function is undefined at a given angle, enter "UND:' Do not us
calculator or tables.

Radians, Degrees, and Circular Arcs
1. On a circle of radius 10 m, how long is an arc that subtends a

central angle of (8) 47r/5 radians? (b) IIO.?

2. A central angle in a circle of radius 8 is subtended by an arc of
length 107r. Find the angle's radian and degree measures.

IJ -'31T/2 -11"/3 -1T/6 '71"/4 57T/6

sin fJ

cos fJ

tan fJ

cot fJ

Sec fJ

csc fJ

Evaluating 1rigonometric Functions

0 1T/2 31T/4-21T/38 -Tf

I sin 8
CDS 8

tan 8
cot 8
sec 8
csc 8

~

I

I

I

3. Copy and complete the following table of function values. If the
function is undefined at II given aQgle, enter "UNO." 00 not use a
calculator or tables.

3 . r1T 15. (a) sin x = 5"' x In "2' 1T

In Exercises 5 and 6, the value of one of sin x, cos x , and tan x
given. Find the values of the other two in the specified interval.
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x in [ 1T. ¥] 20. (a) y = _.:?: sin(~ t)+ !
7T -2 7T

I6. (a) tan.1: = "2

Graphing Trigonometric Functions
Graph the functions in Exercises 7-10. What is the period of each

function?
7. (a) sin 2x (b) cos 1TX

.1TX

8. (a) -SIDT (b) -cas 27TX

(b) y = ~ sin ~, L > 0

21. Temperature in Fairbanks. Alaska Find the (a) amplitude, (b) period,
(c) horizontal shift, and (d) vertical shift of the general sine function

f(x) = 37 sin (ffs(X -101») + 25.

22. Temperatureln Fairbanks, Alaska Use the equation in Exercise 21 to
approximate the answers to the following questions about the
temperature in Fairbanks, Alaska, shown in Figure 46- Assume
that the year has 365 days.

(a) What are the highest and lowest mean daily temperatures
shown?

(b) What is the average of the highest and lowest mean daily
temperatures shown? Why is this average the vertical shift of
the function?

9. (a) cos(x-~) (b) sin(x+~)

10. (a) sin (x -~) + 1 (b) cos(.~ + ~) -.}

Graph the functions in Exercises II and 12 in the ts-plane (t-axis hor-
izontal, s-axis vertical). What is the period of each function? What

symmetries do the graphs have?
lL s = cot 2t 12. s = sec (-1)

(c) tan-I (-1-

'\13,
-V3
~

(c) COS-I (¥

I

I

Common Values of Inverse Trigonometric Functions

Use reference triangles like those in Examples 5-7 to find the angles
in Exercises 23-26.

~ (a) tan-II (b) tan-I (-V3)

8 (a) sin-I (=t) (c) sin-I

25. (a) COS-I (i) (b) COS-I

~a) sec-1 (-v'i) (c) sec-1 (-2)

Applications and Theory
27. You are sitting in a classroom next to the wall looking at the

blackboard at the front of the room. The blackboard is 12 ft long
and starts 3 ft from the wall you are sitting next to. Show that
your viewing angle is

-I X -IXa=cot --cot -

15 3

if you are X ft from the front wall.

Using the Angle Sum Formulas
In Exercises 13 and 14, ellpress the given quantity in terms of sin x

and cos x .

13. (a) cos (11" + x) (b) sin (211" -x)

. (311" ) (311" )14. (a) sm T -x (b) cos T + x

Use the angle sum formulas to derive the identities in EllercOO 15 and 16.

15. (a) cos (x -i) = sin x

(b) cos(A -B) = cosA cosH + sin A sinH

16. (a) sin (x + i) = cos-~

(b) sin (A -B) = sin A cosH -cosA sinH
17. What happens if you take B = A in the identity cos (A -B) =

cos A cos B + sin A sin B? Does the result agree with something

you already know?
18. What happens if you take B = 211" in the angle sum formulas? Do

the results agree with something you already know?

I~ x '1-

General Sine Curves
Identify A .B .C. and D in Equation (2) for the sine functions in Ex-

ercises 19 and 20 and sketch their graphs.

19. (a) y = 2 sin (x + 'IT) -1

(b) y = ~ sin (7TX -'IT) + ~

I

I

I

I

(b) sin-I ( ~)

.~)
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28. Find the angle a
y

y = sec-lx

29. Apply the law of cosines to the triangle in the accompanying fig-
ure to derive a formula for cos (A -B) . I I

-x -1

33. The identity sin' x + £:05-1 x = 1T /2 Figure 53 establishes
identity for 0 < x < 1. To establish it for the rest of [-I ,
verify by direct calculation that it holds for x = I, 0, and
Then, for values of x in (-1 , 0) , let x = -0, 0 > 0 , and al
Equations (7) and (9) to the sum sin-I (-0) + cos-1 (-0).

34. Show that the sum tan-I x + tan-I (l/x) is constant.

35. The law of sines The law of sines says that if 0 , b , and care
sides opposite the angles A , B , and C in a triangle, then

sin A -sin B -sin C-a--~-c-
Use the accompanying figures and the identity sin (1T -8:
sin 8 , as required, to derive the law.

A AI
30. When applied to a figure similar to the one in Exercise 29. the

law of cosines leads directly to the fonnula for cos (A + B).
What is that figure, and how does the derivation go?

31. Here is an informal proof that tan-I I + tan-I 2 + tan,-1 3 = 1T.
Explain what is going on.

I

36. The tangent sum formula The standard fonnula for the tangenl
the sum of two angles is

I tan (A + B) = tan A + tan B
l-tanAtanB

Derive the formula.

32. Twoderivatiansaftheidentitysec-ll-x) = 7T -sec-1 x

(a) (Geometric) Here is a pictorial proof that sec-l (-x) =

1T -sec-l x. See if you can tell what is going on.

(b) (Algebraic) Derive the identity sec-1 (-x) = 1T -sec-1 x by

combining the following two equations:

COS-I(-X)=1T- COS-IX, Eq.(9)

sec-lx= cos-I(I/x).

Solving Triangles and Comparing Functions
37. Solving triangles

(a) A triangle has sides a = 2 and b = 3 and angle C = 6,

Find the length of side c .

(b) A triangle has sides a = 2 and b = 3 and angle C = 41

Find the length of side c .

38. Solving triangles

(a) A triangle has sides a = 2 and b = 3 and angle C = 600

in Exercise 37. part (a). Find the sine of angle Busing
law of sines from Exercise 35.

I

I

I

I
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Time Pressure Time

(b) A triangle has side c = 2 and angles A = 1Tt4 and B = _1Tt3 -Sinusoidal Regression Analysis: Musical

Find the length a of the side opposite A. Notes and Temperature

0 39. The appro~imation sin x = x It is often useful to know that, when x See page 5 for an introduction to regression analysis with a calculato
is measured in radians, sin x = x for numerically small values of A sinusoidal regression equation is a general sine curve; see Equatio

x. In Section 3.6, we will see why the approximation holds. The (2). Many calculators and computers produce these regression eqUIapproximation error is less than 1 in 500 if I x I < 0.1 .tions for given data sets. .

(a) With your grapher in radian mode, graph y = sin x and y = x ..49. Finding the frequency of a musical note Musical notes are. pressul
together in a viewing window about the origin. What do you waves in the air. The wave behavior can be model~d with gre;
see happening as x nears the origin? accuracy by general sine curves. Devices called Calculator Base

.' -Laboratory@ (CBL) systems can record these waves with a m(b) WIth your grapher In ~e~ee n:'ode, gr~ph y =. sm x ~d Y = crophone. The data in Table 18 give pressure displacement ve

x together about t~e orlg~n aga~. How Is?the pIcture dIfferent sus time in seconds of a musical note produced by a tuning fol
from the one obtaIned wIth radIan mode -and recorded with a CBL system.

(c) A quick radian mod~ check Is your calculator in radian mode? (a) Find a sinusoidal regression equation (general sine curve) r.
Evaluate sin x at a value of x near the origin, say x = 0.1 .the data and superimpose its graph on a scatter plot of the dat
If sin x = x , the calculator is in radian mode; if not, it isn't. (b) The ft-equency of a musical note, or wave, is measured in c'

Try it. cles per second, or hertz (1 Hz = I cycle per second). 1i

D 40. Functions and th~ir r~ciprocals frequency is the reciprocal of the period of the wave, whic
is measured in seconds per cycle. Estimate the frequency,

(a) Graph y = cos x and y = sec x together for -31Tt2 :S x :S the note produced by the tuning fork.
31T/2. Comment on the behavior of sec x in relation to the
signs and values of cos x .

(b) Graph y = sin x and y = csc x together for -1T :S X :S 21T .
Comment on the behavior of csc x in relation to the signs and
values of sin x .

Pressure

0.00091

0.00108

0.00125
0.00144

0.00162
0.00180

0.00198
0.00216

0.00234

0.00253

0.00271

0.00289

0.00307

0.00325

0.00344

-0.080

0.200

0.480

0.693

0.816

0.844

0.771
0.603

0.368

0.099
-0.141

-0.309

-0.348

-0.248

-0.041

0.00362

0.00379
0.00398

0.00416

0.00435

0.00453

0.00471

0.00489

0.00507

0.00525

0.00543

0.00562

0.00579

0.00598

0.217

0.480

0.681

0.810

0.827

0.749

0.581

0.346

0.077

-0.164

-0.320

-0.354

-0.248

-0.035

I

D In Exercises 41 and 42, find the domain and range of each composite
function. Then graph the composites on separate screens. Do the
graphs make sense in each case? Give reasons for your answers.
Comment on any differences you see.

41. (a) y = tan-I (tan .1:) (b) Y = tan (tan-I x)

42. (a) y = sin-I (sin x) (b) y = sin (sin-I x)

I

I

I

I

I

In Exercises 43-46, solve the equation in the specified interval.

43. tan x = 2.5, 0 ~ x < 2'IT

44. cosx= -0.7, 2'IT~x<4'IT

45. secx= -3, -'IT:SX<'IT

46. sinx=-O.5, -OO<X<OO
D 47. Trigonometricidentities Letf(.T) = sin.T + COS.T.

(8) Graph y = f(x) .Describe the graph.

(b) Use the graph to identify the amplitude, period, horizontal
shift, and vertical shift.

(c) Use the formula
sin a cos {3 + cos a sin {3 = sin (a + {3)

for the sine of the sum of two angles to confirm your an-

swers.
048. Newton's serpentine Graph Newton's serpentine, y = 4X/(x2 + I).

Then graph y = 2 sin (2 tan-I x) in the same graphing window.

What do you see? Explain.

0 50. Temperature data Table 19 gives the average monthly tempel
tures for St. Louis for a 12-month period starting with JanuaJ
Model the monthly temperature with an equation of the form

y = a sin (b(t -h» + k,

y in degrees Fahrenheit, t in months, as follows:

(a) Find the value of b assuming that the period is 12 months.

(b) How is the amplitude a related to theodifference 800 -300I



5 Trigonometric Functions and Their Inverses

Table 21 frequencies of note~
(c) Use the infomlation in part (b) to find k.

(d) Find h and write an equation for y.

(e) Superimpose a graph of yon a scatter plot of the data.
Note Frequency {Hz)

Table 19 Temperature data for St. loui$

262

277

294

311

330

349

370

392

415

440

466

494

523

Temperature (oF)Time (months)

34
30

39

44

58

67

78

80
72
63
51

40

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

9

10
11

12

I

C

Cl or D~
D

DI or E~

E
P

pi or a~
a

al or A~
A

AI or B~

B

C (next octave)

Source: CBL@System Experimental Workbook. Texas Instrument", II
1994.

II 51. Sinusoidal regr~ssion Table 20 gives the values of the function
f(x) = a sin (bx + c) + d

accurate to two decimals.

(a) Find a sinusoidal regression equation for the data:

(b) Rewrite the equation with a, b, c. and d rounded to the
nearest integer.

TuM~ 1;6 VtfuesOfafurtctfOri

f(x)x

1
2
3
4
5
6

3.42
0.73
0.12
2.16
4.97
5.97

I

I
D 52. We suggest that students H'ork in groups of two or three. A musical

note like that produced with a tuning fod( or pitch meter is a series of

pressure waves. Table 21 gives frequencies (in hertz) of musical notes
on the tempered scale. The pressure versus time tuning fork data in
Table 22 were collected using a CBL system and a microphone.

(a) Find a sinusoidal regression equation for the data in Table 22

and superimpose its graph on a scatter plot of the data.

(b) Determine the frequency of and identify the musical note
produced by the tuning fork.

.

I

I




